transient sensory or motor dysfunction of one hemisphere, particularly in patients with transient attacks of monocular blindness, is perhaps the strongest indication for operation. ... Intimal ulceration may be found in the absence of an arteriographic defect. If the attacks are repetitive, and no other proximal arterial lesions have been visualized, endarterectomy at the carotid bifurcation effectively removes the source of further emboli.'
Chronically decreased mentation associated with bilateral carotid lesions, and reversible after operation, is also reported by the authors, and is a phenomenon of the greatest interest.
The book is designed for those who wish to understand the principles upon which the surgical treatment of cerebrovascular disease is founded. It also contains a great deal which would be of interest to the most experienced. G As is proper to a human corporation proud of 200 years of active service, the reader can enjoy many Oxford 'in' stories, particular to the University beloved by the writers who recall them. The editor's own two essays stay in the hundred years of latter seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries which he has so much adorned by his scholarship. Here began that movement of thought in medicine and basic science which gives credibilitya littleto Hugh Sinclair's fantasy. In the opening essay he takes a ffight of fancy from 1961 to 1986, when Oxford will have become the scientific centre of a United States of Europe. This volume is altogether a worthy tribute to a most worthy endeavour. ALFRED WHITE FRANKLIN Surgeon in Nepal by Peter Pitt pp vi+225 £2-50 London: John Murray 1970 This book contains a fascinating account of some of the work carried out by an RAMC shortservice commissioned officer during a two-year period at a small British Military Hospital in the foothills of the Himalayas. The hospital was established for Gurkhas and their families but cares for many of the Nepalese from the surrounding area.
Primitive peoples seem to be exposed to all the vices of their more fortunate brothersalcohol, tobacco, fringe (witch) doctoring, theft and violence; but they have also wild animals, snakes and unpleasant infectionscholera, rabies and so onwith which to contend. Each chapter outlines something of the problems and makes fascinating reading. A good deal is in medical jargon and fully described, so that even though there is a glossary, some lay people might find it both difficult to follow and perhaps a trifle bloodcurdling. One must, however, admire the author's ingenuity in dealing with problems, his patience, understanding and dexterity. The book should be read by anyone who is going to work under difficulties in a backward area; it has humour and asides of interest throughout. Thus tuberculosis is sometimes known as raj banshi rog or the king's disease, though its correct name is chayrog, meaning literally devastation. Finally, the illustrations by George Douglas deserve high praise. They are very beautiful, authentic, and add greatly to the enjoyment of an unusual and interesting book. IAN P TODD 
